
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
believes that putting people first is essential to the success of any business. We partner 
with organizations to foster human-centered, highly engaging workplace cultures where 
representation matters, diverse voices are celebrated and everyone feels valued. 
 
 

 
 

 

 
As we start to navigate 2021, I find myself reflecting on recent years and particularly on 
the challenges of the last year. In many ways, 2020 offered a series of questions that 
each of us had to answer including: 
 
Did I use my voice to speak up and advocate for change? 



Did I do what I could to protect myself and others? 
Did I show up with patience, kindness and grace? 
Did I practice self-care?  
Did I take this time to learn? 
Did I do the best I could? 
 
In the face of so much bad news, and so many stressors, so many answered ‘yes’ to 
these questions. I definitely tried to do my part, for me and others, and though it may not 
have been perfect the combination of doing my best and reflecting on how I can grow 
felt like the best way to navigate this difficult period.  
 
I am also incredibly grateful for the friends and family who kept my spirits up and I found 
comfort in knowing there are many, including you, who are taking steps to make the 
world a better place. We truly are #bettertogether. 
Over the last year, the conversation around the importance of Diversity, Equity, and 
Inclusion intensified and rightly so. I hope, and believe, that this work will continue to be 
crucial and will come with a new set of questions we must answer. 
 
Am I living up to the commitments I made last year?  
Am I making new commitments? 
Are my organization's DEI efforts multidimensional or just a one stop shop? 
What does employee engagement and mental/physical health look like in our new 
reality?  
As a leader, am I treating humans like humans? 
 
One of my commitments for 2020 was to do my best to amplify the voices of others and 
is a commitment I intend to continue this year. I am truly grateful to work with a team 
that helps me see the world through different experiences and perspectives. They make 
me better. In that spirit, rather than just share my own predictions for 2021, I would love 
for you to hear from them. 
 
—Brian McComak, CEO & Founder (he / him) 
 

 



 

 
Hear from the Hummingbird Team on DEI in 2021! 
 
Lori Muszynski, Senior Consultant & Inclusion Strategist (she / her): "The global 
events of 2020 have forced people to examine their priorities, with higher-order self-
actualization needs being supplanted by lower-order physical and emotional needs such 
as safety, community and belonging. Companies will need to respond with heart in 
order to maintain connection with their employees and customers. Most will have to take 
an honest look at their values… some will have to reconsider their values wholesale 
while others will need to recommit by walking the talk." 
 
Ben Greene, Project Manager (he / him): "In 2020, the world had a dramatic 
reckoning with understanding the why behind DEI. Everyone worked as fast as possible 
to say something, do something, make a commitment. 2021 will be about understanding 
the how. People will need to make good on their promises and make sure their 
strategies are actually making a difference." 
 
JD Valladares-Williams, Consultant (he / him): "Continue to share my personal 
journey as a Queer, Latinx, Immigrant because I believe storytelling is one of the best 
tools at our disposal to forge bonds with others through shared struggles. 2020 unveiled 
so many struggles hiding behind the curtain of our work lives, and I hope we never lose 
sight of how helpful these trying times have been to supporting and uplifting each other." 
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Kevin Small, Trusted Partner (he / him): "As a long-time practitioner in the talent 
acquisition consulting space, I have seen several companies grapple with the desire to 
improve their workforce composition through improvements in their diversity recruiting. 
However, I have seen this hamstrung by the constraints of historical management 
paradigms such as the antiquated thought of line-of-sight management . . . that is the 
need to actually see your employees sitting at their desk doing their work in order to 
ensure that they are productive. This thinking has put limitations on the ability of many 
talent acquisition organizations to fulfill their commitment to recruit and hire a more 
diverse workforce by limiting their ability to leverage the full bread of the actual talent 
pool. With COVID we have seen a dramatic, necessitated shift in those traditional 
workspaces in a rapid move to remote work. 
 
My prediction is that this is the new normal and that we have finally broken the 
paradigm of line-of-sight management. What this will do from a talent acquisition 
perspective is broaden a company's ability to source talent from a much broader talent 
pool. When a company believes that its workforce can be productive from any location it 
enables said company to change the way they recruit and enables them to attract a 
much more diverse workforce." 
 
Taylor Beaven, Digital and Creative (he / him): "2020 was all about redefining 
diversity & inclusion in the world of COVID; 2021 will be about strengthening that 
definition." 
 
Bryce Celotto, Consultant (he / him): "My hope for DEI work in 2021 is that we focus 
on two themes: Healing and accountability. BIPOC people in companies and 
organizations need the time, space and resources to prioritize their healing, growth, rest 
and professional development and white allies and accomplices need to really root in 
accountability practices in 2021 - accountability means showing up for BIPOC 
employees, digging deeper into anti-racism practices and resources and creating 
leadership pipelines and opportunities where everyone can bring their full selves to the 
workplace" 
 
Jen Welty, Senior Consultant (she / her): "I believe that DEI work will continue to 
grow in organizations in 2021 due to employees more willing to engage in tough 
conversations, and more sponsorship from the top, beginning with President Biden’s 
Executive Order to lift the ban on D&I training within our own federal government." 
 
Andre Herring, Content Consultant (he / him): "In 2021, I hope to see diversity, 
equity, and inclusion initiatives to start the conversation and build actions on how to 
include undocumented young people in white-collar spaces. For so long the workplace 
has barred undocumented young people who graduate from school with no hopes of 
gaining the same employment opportunities their documented peers receive. It is nice to 
talk about caring about Dreamers and non-Dreamer young undocumented people in the 



United States, but it is time to open doors for these populations if we ever want to see 
true equity." 
 
Diana File, Data Scientist (she / her): "I predict that the most successful DEI efforts in 
2021 will use data-driven, strategic approaches to DEI to achieve new levels of 
revenue, profit, and productivity across their organizations." 
 

Meet the Hummingbird team here! 
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Representation Matters 

 

  
There are ways to ensure your disability inclusion policy succeeds – ask people with 

disabilities. Simon Brown and Susan Scott-Parker advise how to hire people with 
disabilities. 

 
via DiversityQ 

 
See the full article here! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://diversityq.com/
https://diversityq.com/how-to-hire-people-with-disabilities-a-step-by-step-guide-1511096/


 

In 2020 we launched The Hummingbird Store. Not only did 5% of from each order get 
donated to Destination Tomorrow, the Bronx LGBTQ+ center, each purchase supports 

our mission to create healthy and inclusive human-centered workspaces where 
everyone can be themselves. This year we’ll be adding more merch to the store, 

continuing to give back to non-profit organizations, and connecting our community 
through Hummingbird colors! Follow the link below to grab some Hummingbird Merch 

and show your support! 
 

Get your Hummingbird gear today at The Hummingbird Store! 
 

 
 

Learn more about our team! 
The Hummingbird Team 
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